From a complete survey for evidence of positive selection among paralog groups in C. elegans, I repeatedly identified two classes of genes that encode ubiquitin-dependent proteasome adapters. In this proteolysis system, adapter proteins recruit diverse substrate proteins for polyubiquitination and proteolysis by Cullin-E3 ubiquitin ligase complexes. The adapter proteins consist of a conserved Cullin-binding domain and a variable substrate-binding domain. The adapter genes found in my survey encode proteins in the F-box superfamily and the MATH-BTB family, which are adapters for Cullin1 and Cullin3 complexes, respectively. Further analysis showed that most of the ~520 members of the F-box superfamily and ~50 members of the MATH-BTB family in C. elegans are subject to strong positive selection at multiple sites in their substrate-binding domains but not in their Cullin-binding domains. Structural modeling of the positively selected sites in MATH-BTB proteins suggests that they are concentrated in the MATH peptide-binding cleft. Comparisons among three Caenorhabditis species also indicate an extremely high rate of gene duplication and deletion (birth-death evolution) in F-box and MATH-BTB families. Finally, I found strikingly similar patterns of positive selection and birthdeath evolution in the large F-box superfamily in plants. Based on these patterns of molecular evolution, I propose that most members of the MATH-BTB family and the F-box superfamily are adapters that target foreign proteins for proteolysis. I speculate that this system functions to combat viral pathogens or bacterial protein toxins.
Introduction
Host genes encoding proteins directly involved in recognizing pathogens are expected to be subject to unusual patterns of molecular evolution, driven by an arms race with the pathogens. One expected pattern, typified by mammalian MHC genes, includes site-specific positive selection and a high degree of population polymorphism (Hughes and Nei 1988; Hughes and Nei 1989; Hughes et al. 1990; Swanson et al. 2001 ). Positive selection is usually detected by a rate of nonsynonymous codon change higher than synonymous codon change, a pattern the reverse of that produced by the more common negative (purifying) selection. Such positive selection in MHC proteins results in regions of rapidly evolving amino acid sequence that interact with foreign proteins, interspersed with regions of highly conserved amino acid sequence that form the structural core of the protein (Hughes and Nei 1988; Hughes and Nei 1989; Hughes et al. 1990 ).
To identify genes that are candidates for pathogen interaction in C. elegans, I conducted a systematic test for positive selection. Lack of sufficient population sequence data and the absence of close sibling species eliminate two of the common methods used to detect positive selection. However, recent paralogous gene duplicates can be analyzed for evidence of positive selection acting on the paralogs relative to each other . To apply this method systematically, I clustered the entire gene complement of C. elegans to define 544 paralog groups, and analyzed each paralog group for positive selection by the maximum-likelihood method of Yang and Nielsen (Yang 1997; . The most prominent gene classes identified in this search were the MATH-BTB family and the F-box superfamily (PFAM domains PF00917, PF00651, and PF00646 respectively). F-box and MATH-BTB proteins function as adapters that target substrate proteins for poly-ubiquitination and proteolysis. Ubiquitin-dependent protein degradation is initiated by the transfer of ubiquitin to substrate proteins by E3 ubiquitin ligases. Ubiquitinated substrate proteins are then targeted to the 26S proteasome for degradation (Moon et al. 2004; van den Heuvel 2004; Varshavsky 2005) . Substrates for ubiquitination are recruited by large Cullin complexes (also called SCF complexes), which include the E3 ligase, regulatory subunits, a Cullin scaffold protein, and an adapter protein that binds specific substrate proteins. There are several distinct Cullin complexes, which differ primarily in the Cullin scaffold protein and adapter proteins (Figure 1 ). Each specific Cullin protein uses a distinct class of adapter protein.
Most or all proteins in the F-box superfamily are adapters for Cullin1 complexes (Bai et al. 1996; Winston et al. 1999; Zheng et al. 2002) . The F-box domain binds to Cullin1 via Skp1-related (Skr) proteins (Bai et al. 1996; Zheng et al. 2002) ; diverse regions outside the F-box domain bind to specific substrate proteins (Brunson et al. 2005; Hsiung et al. 2001; Nayak et al. 2005; Winston et al. 1999) . In these adapter proteins, the F-box is near the N-terminus and the remainder of the protein falls into several families, including kelch repeat, WD40 repeat, LRR, FTH, FBA, FBA1, and FBA2 domain-containing families (Andrade et al. 2001; Clifford et al. 2000; Gagne et al. 2002; http://www.sanger.ac.uk/Software/Pfam/ 2005; Ilyin et al. 1999; Jiang and Struhl 1998; Winston et al. 1999) . Studies in this paper focus mostly on the two largest Fbox families in C. elegans, the F-box-FTH and the F-box-FBA2 families. Very little is known about the FTH and the FBA2 domains; both are classified as sequence domains of unknown function that are present in large numbers of nematode proteins (http://www.sanger.ac.uk/Software/Pfam/ 2005). They have no known sequence relationship to each other or to any other protein domain.
Many BTB proteins are adapters for Cullin3 complexes (Figueroa et al. 2005; Furukawa et al. 2003; Pintard et al. 2003; Xu et al. 2003) . The BTB domain binds directly to Cullin3 and other domains in the BTB protein confer substrate specificity. Like F-box proteins, BTBcontaining adapters have a variety of substrate binding domains, including MATH, WD40 repeat, Zn-finger repeat, and kelch repeat domains (Brunson et al. 2005; Figueroa et al. 2005; Pintard et al. 2003; Prag and Adams 2003; Stogios et al. 2005; van den Heuvel 2004; Winston et al. 1999; Xu et al. 2003) . In C. elegans, most of these adapters have a BTB domain near their Cterminus and an N-terminal MATH domain, which is responsible for substrate binding (Pintard et al. 2003; Xu et al. 2003) .
Taken together, the 520 F-box and 50 MATH-BTB genes in C. elegans account for about 2.5% of total coding potential. Given their number, remarkably little is known about these genes; only a few have been identified in forward genetic screens and the vast majority of the genes tested by RNAi have no observed phenotype (Kamath et al. 2003) . Based on results presented in this paper, I propose that most of these genes function to target foreign proteins for degradation as part of the innate immune system.
Results
Systematic paralog test for positive selection: All C. elegans gene families with three or more recent duplicates were tested for evidence of positive selection (see Materials and Methods). Briefly, a complete set of predicted coding sequences was translated and clustered by protein similarity, which generated 544 groups with three or more closely-related paralogs, including a total of 2,878 genes. Coding sequences for each group of genes were subjected to a standardized process of codon alignment and maximum-likelihood analysis of d N /d S ratios. Results from this analysis are summarized in Table S1 . Among the 544 groups tested, this method identified 86 groups of paralogs that showed potentially significant evidence of positive selection (false discovery rate < 5%). Three gene families or superfamilies were identified repeatedly among these 86 paralog groups: nine paralog groups in the F-box superfamily, four groups in the MATH-BTB family, and five groups in the C-type lectin superfamily. The C-type lectin family is strongly implicated in innate immunity to bacteria and fungi in a variety of organisms (Kanost et al. 2004; Kogelberg and Feizi 2001; Lu et al. 2002; McGreal et al. 2004) , though analysis in C. elegans is just beginning (Nicholas and Hodgkin 2004) . In contrast, the F-box families and MATH-BTB family are not known to be involved in innate immunity. Because their repeated identification in this global analysis suggests that positive selection is widespread in F-box and MATH-BTB families, these families were investigated in detail.
F-box domain families:
The F-box domain is about 40 amino acids long and in all well-studied cases acts as a Cullin1 adapter for ubiquitin-mediated proteolysis (Bai et al. 1996; Schulman et al. 2000) . Based on psi-blast and rps-blast searches (Altschul et al. 1997; Marchler-Bauer and Bryant 2004) , I found that approximately 520 loci in C. elegans potentially encode a protein with a clear F-box domain (an additional 50 genes, not analyzed here, may contain a highly divergent F-box like domain). About 40 of these genes are predictions that appear to include two copies of the F-box and associated sequences; it was unclear whether or not these are gene prediction errors and they were not further analyzed. Most of the remaining 480 genes fall into two broad families: about 220 contain an FTH domain and about 210 contain an FBA2 domain. In both families an N-terminal F-box domain is followed by a more divergent region of about 300 amino acids, which contains the FTH or FBA2 domain (Figure 2 ). The FTH and FBA2 domains have no detectable sequence similarity to each other and both appear thus far to be nematode specific. About 80 members of the F-box-FTH family share an additional ~50 amino acid domain Nterminal to their F-box domain. This unnamed domain is distantly related to the DNA binding domain of mariner transposes (Figure 2 and data not shown).
Much of my analysis has focused on the 140 genes in the F-box-FTH family that lack the mariner-related domain; these have been assigned to the gene class fbxa (F-box family A). A sizeable fraction of putative fbxa loci are either defective genes or encode variant proteins lacking substantial parts of the typical FBXA protein. Attempts to disentangle these possibilities using sequence alignment, improved gene predictions, and existing transcript data were not fully satisfactory; additional experimental evidence will be required to clarify which fbxa genes are likely to be functional. Nevertheless, focused gene annotation efforts generated improved gene predictions for many C. elegans and C. briggsae fbxa genes, added a few genes that were previously unpredicted, and generated gene models for 228 putative fbxa genes in the newly sequenced C. remanei (see Materials and Methods).
Birth-death evolution in the F-box superfamily: As shown below, F-box and MATH-BTB families include two classes of genes based on evolutionary stability: one class with clear wellconserved orthologs in C. elegans, C. briggsae, and C. remanei, and a second class without obvious orthologs that is undergoing rapid birth-death evolution. For simplicity I will refer to these as "stable" genes and "unstable" genes throughout this paper, in reference to their apparent rates of gene duplication and deletion. An FBXA protein tree is shown in Figure 3A , including all identified unstable genes that encode at least 80% of an alignable F-box-FTH protein from the three Caenorhabditis species. The tree is remarkable for containing several large clades that are completely species specific. Several of these proteins (those most closely related to FOG-2) from C. elegans and C. briggsae were previously analyzed, with similar findings (Nayak et al. 2005) . Bootstrap support varies for the species-specific clades; nevertheless it is clear that extensive gene duplication and gene loss have occurred in all three species since their divergence. Among these genes, there are very few cases of one-to-one ortholog pairs among any of the species, and C. elegans (the first of the three species to diverge) has no bootstrap-supported orthologs in either C. briggsae or C. remanei. In addition, the number of genes in the three species is variable (140 loci in C. elegans, 112 loci in C. briggsae, and 196 loci in C. remanei, including probable defective genes). A strikingly similar protein tree was obtained for the F-box-FBA2 family from the three species, with many large species-specific clades, very few ortholog pairs, and variable gene numbers (data not shown). The rates of gene duplication and deletion implied by these results are unparalleled among known gene families in Caenorhabditis.
Stable genes in the F-box superfamily: Though most genes in the F-box superfamily are subject to rapid birth-death evolution, 23 genes from C. elegans have clear orthologs in both C. briggsae and C. remanei ( Figure 3B ). I will refer to orthologs from the three species as ortholog trios. Though the proteins encoded by these ortholog trios all share an F-box domain near their N-terminus, they differ widely in the remainder of the protein, and include members with a WD40 repeat domain, an LRR domain, and other domains. One ortholog trio contains a possible FBA2 domain and three trios contain FTH domains that are divergent from each other and from the FTH domains encoded by unstable genes. In all cases, proteins within an ortholog trio are highly conserved across their entire length, but most are unalignable to proteins from other ortholog trios outside of their F-box domain (unjoined tree segments in Figure 3B ). For the few cases in which the non-F-box region could be aligned across ortholog trios, alignment and bootstrap analysis strongly supported the orthology of specific genes, one from each of the three nematode species. The evolutionary stability of many of these ortholog trios extends beyond nematodes; for example, proteins encoded by 12 of the 23 stable C. elegans genes had better blastp matches to mouse proteins than any of the ~450 unstable genes tested. These patterns suggest that these orthologous genes function in an evolutionarily stable role, presumably to target endogenous proteins for ubiquitin-mediated degradation as part of normal development or physiology. Supporting this interpretation, there are three cases in C. elegans in which known endogenous substrates are targeted for ubiquitin-dependent proteolysis by F-box proteins, and all three are among the stable orthologs (lin-23 (Dreier et al. 2005 ), sel-10 (Jager et al. 2004 Li et al. 2002c) , and fsn-1 (Liao et al. 2004) ).
F-box-FTH and F-box-FBA2 genes are under positive selection: Tests for positive selection were carried out with most of the 85 unstable fbxa genes from C. elegans that encode full-length FBXA proteins. The analysis used a maximum-likelihood test for codon evolution, which can detect specific sites under positive selection in sequences that are otherwise subject to purifying selection (Nielsen and Yang 1998; Yang and Nielsen 2002; Yang and Swanson 2002) . Based on their protein tree, five sets of closely-related genes were selected for d N /d S analysis (see Materials and Methods and Figure S2 ). This analysis indicated that all five sets had similar patterns of codon conservation; data from the largest set are shown in Figure 4 , three additional sets are shown in Figure S3 , and summaries of the maximum-likelihood results are given in Table S2 . All sites in the F-box domain are under purifying selection, consistent with its expected role in binding endogenous Skr and Cullin1 proteins (Figure 1 ). C-terminal to their Fbox domain, FBXA proteins contain seven blocks of high conservation (labeled A through G) separated by regions of highly divergent sequence (Figures 4 and S1 ). Six of these seven conserved blocks are identified as part of the FTH domain in PFAM (http://www.sanger.ac.uk/Software/Pfam/ 2005); I will refer to all seven blocks as the extended FTH domain. Between these seven conserved blocks are short divergent regions, all of which show significant evidence of positive selection in at least two of the five gene sets analyzed (five are apparent for the data set shown in Figure 4 ). In addition to positive selection within the extended FTH domain, there is a hypervariable region between the F-box and FTH domains with striking sequence diversity and many sites under probable positive selection. Parts of this hypervariable region align well and contain multiple sites under positive selection for all five gene sets analyzed. The first segment of the hypervariable region alternates between one diverse site and one conserved hydrophobic site, suggesting the possibility that it forms a β-sheet with one face involved in substrate binding and the other face embedded in the protein core. The region C-terminal to the FTH domain is probably also subject to positive selection, but alignment quality in this region is more problematic and some sites of apparent positive selection might result from misaligned codons. I used the same method to analyze members of the F-box-FTH family from C. briggsae and C. remanei. Sets of sequences in both species also showed strong evidence of positive selection with patterns similar to those in Figure 4 (data not shown). Similar analysis of C. elegans F-box-FTH genes containing the N-terminal mariner-related domain showed that most or all of these genes also have similar patterns of positive selection restricted to the extended FTH domain and flanking sequences (data not shown).
As expected if they target endogenous ligands, stable F-box gene ortholog trios showed no evidence of positive selection (Figure 4 lower panel and data not shown). Since the degree of divergence within ortholog trios is not optimal for detecting positive selection (Anisimova et al. 2002) , I also tested a combined alignment of the six genes most closely related to R13H4.5, which includes two ortholog trios with FTH domains (see Figure 3B ). This combined set also showed no evidence of positive selection (data not shown). In striking contrast to the unstable genes, the substrate-binding domain of stable genes was usually more conserved than the F-box domain. For example, in the T27F6.8 ortholog trio, the F-box domain had 16 sites of amino acid change whereas the much longer FTH domain had only six sites of change ( Figure 4 ). I conclude that stable F-box genes are under strong purifying selection in their substrate-binding domain, presumably because they must bind an endogenous substrate with high specificity.
The maximum-likelihood method was also used to test for positive selection among members of the F-box-FBA2 family in C. elegans. An alignment of 48 F-box-FBA2 proteins is shown in Figure S4 , which illustrates the regional conservation patterns for the family. Strong evidence for positive selection was obtained with seven different subsets of these sequences. Maximum-likelihood results for all seven sets are summarized in Table S3 and one alignment with probable selected sites is shown in Figure S5 . As expected from the fact that the FBA2 domain is unrelated to the FTH domain, the details of conservation were different, but the general pattern of conserved blocks interspersed with regions subject to positive selection was similar. In addition to probable positive selection between conserved blocks within an extended FBA2 domain, there was a hypervariable region between the F-box and the FBA2 domains with strong evidence of positive selection at multiple sites. In addition to these parallels with the Fbox-FTH family, protein trees made from F-box-FBA2 gene predictions in C. elegans, C. briggsae, and C. remanei showed a similar pattern of large species-specific clades, indicating frequent gene duplication and deletion (data not shown). These results suggest that molecular evolution in the F-box-FBA2 family is very similar to that in the F-box-FTH family.
Skp-related family: F-box proteins bind to Cullin1 complexes via small Skp-related (Skr) proteins. The Skr gene family in Caenorhabditis is expanded relative to mammals, with 22.3 genes compared to 4.8 (averages of 3 nematode and 6 mammalian genomes). This expanded set of Skr proteins may mediate binding of the huge number of F-box proteins. Maximum-likelihood tests of codon evolution in the Skr family found no evidence of positive selection (data not shown). This result is consistent with the Skr proteins acting as bridges between F-box domains and the single C. elegans Cullin1 (see Figure 1 ), without any direct involvement in the substrate specificity conferred by the F-box proteins.
MATH-BTB family:
Approximately 110 genes in C. elegans contain an identifiable MATH domain. Of these, 47 also contain a BTB domain and most of the remainder consist of varying numbers of MATH domain repeats. Several MATH-BTB proteins are known to bind Cullin3 complexes via their BTB domain and are thought to bind substrates via their MATH domain (Pintard et al. 2003; Prag and Adams 2003; Xu et al. 2003) . The MATH-BTB containing genes in C. elegans have been assigned the gene name bath (BTB and MATH domain). As with the Fbox families, a sizeable fraction of bath loci are either pseudogenes or encode variant proteins lacking substantial parts of the typical MATH-BTB protein. Focused gene annotation efforts generated improved gene predictions for many C. elegans and C. briggsae bath genes, added a few genes that were previously unpredicted, and generated gene predictions for 65 putative bath genes in C. remanei (see Materials and Methods).
Birth-death evolution in the MATH-BTB family:
A MATH-BTB protein tree is shown in Figure 5 , which includes all proteins from C. elegans, C. briggsae, and C. remanei that encode at least 80% of an alignable protein. The tree has strong parallels to those of the F-box-FTH and Fbox-FBA2 families, including large species-specific clades and a low frequency of orthologs. The MATH-BTB family includes nine sets of stable orthologs, each of which has a single member in each species (marked by black dots in Figure 5 ). As with the stable F-box genes, this pattern suggests that these ortholog trios target endogenous proteins for degradation as part of normal development or physiology. Supporting this interpretation, the single C. elegans MATH-BTB gene with a known function, mel-26, is one of the ortholog genes ( Figure 5 ). MEL-26 is a Cullin3 adapter that targets a microtubule-severing protein for degradation during early embryonic development (Pintard et al. 2003; Xu et al. 2003) . The orthologous proteins are also relatively well conserved across longer phylogenetic distances; for example, they include all eight best scoring blastp queries to mouse (marked M in Figure 5 ). Outside of this phylogenetically conserved set of genes, MATH-BTB genes are subject to frequent gene duplication and gene loss in a pattern very similar to genes in the F-box-FTH and F-box-FBA2 families. For example, most of the unstable C. elegans MATH-BTB proteins fall into a single clade of 23 proteins, indicating that they all derive from repeated duplication of an ancestral gene that was lost in the C. briggsae-C. remanei lineage. C. remanei appears to have undergone a modest expansion in the MATH-BTB family relative to the other two species.
Unstable MATH-BTB genes are under positive selection: I used maximum-likelihood tests for positive selection on three sets of unstable C. elegans MATH-BTB genes. General patterns of codon conservation were similar among the three sets and there was strong evidence for positive selection in all three sets. Results from two of the sets are shown in Figure 6 (upper panel) and in Figure S7 , and summaries of all maximum-likelihood results are in Table S4 . Sites under likely positive selection are restricted entirely to the MATH domain, consistent with purifying selection in the BTB domain for Cullin3 binding and substrate-driven positive selection in the MATH domain. Sites under positive selection in the MATH domain fall primarily in two regions: a short region with amino acids alternating between strong conservation and positive selection, and a longer region with high variability involving both codon changes and indel mutations. The MATH domain in C. elegans is also found in a large family of proteins that consist largely of two or more MATH domains and many of these genes are also subject to positive selection ( (Thomas 2005) and data not shown). Evidence in C. elegans and Arabidopsis thaliana indicates that MATH-BTB proteins dimerize (Weber et al. 2005; Xu et al. 2003) , suggesting the possibility that the repertoire of MATH-BTB adapters might be extended by formation of dimers or multimers among MATH repeat and MATH-BTB proteins.
Similar codon analysis indicates that the nine sets of MATH-BTB ortholog trios have patterns of conservation very different from their unstable cousins. Specifically, there was no indication of positive selection in any of the ortholog trios (data not shown) and for most sets the MATH domain appeared to be more conserved than the BTB domain. For example, among the three mel-26 orthologs there was only one site with an amino acid change in the entire MATH domain, but 16 sites with amino acid changes in the BTB domain (Figure 6 lower panel) . Since the degree of divergence within ortholog trios is not be optimal for detecting positive selection (Anisimova et al. 2002) , I also tested a combined alignment of the nine genes most closely related to mel-26 (see Figure 5 ). This combined set also showed no evidence of positive selection (data not shown). These results indicate that the nine stable MATH-BTB ortholog trios evolve in a manner typical for genes with critical organismal functions that change little with time. Of particular interest here, the MATH domains in the stable MATH-BTB genes are under strong purifying selection, consistent with highly specific and evolutionarily stable adapter targets.
MATH protein structure: Three-dimensional structures are known for several MATH domain proteins with bound peptide ligands (e.g. (Li et al. 2002a; McWhirter et al. 1999; Park et al. 1999; Ye et al. 2002) ). A structural alignment for one of the C. elegans MATH domains was generated by the 3D-PSSM method (see Materials and Methods) and variation among nematode MATH domains was mapped to the best-matching protein structure, the TRAF6-RANK complex (Ye et al. 2002) . The MATH domain of TRAF6 forms an 8-stranded β-sandwich; the protein binding cleft is formed by one 4-stranded sandwich face plus one adjacent β-strand (Figure 7) . The variable regions and positive-selection sites of the nematode MATH domains map mostly to the peptide-binding face of TRAF6, whereas the most conserved regions map almost exclusively to the three other β-strands (Figure 7 ). The region of alternating sites of conservation and positive selection (Figure 6 ) aligned to a β-sheet in TRAF6, with the positive selection sites facing the protein binding cleft and the conserved sites facing the protein core. These results are consistent with positive selection in the MATH domains being driven by their protein binding partners.
Genome arrangements in the F-box and MATH-BTB families:
A simple hypothesis that explains the trees in Figures 3 and 5 is that the stable genes in each family became devoted to specific endogenous substrates a long time ago, whereas the unstable members have continued to evolve by rapid birth-death evolution. Since most gene duplications in nematodes occur locally (Katju and Lynch 2003; Thomas 2005) , this hypothesis predicts that the unstable (birth-death) class of genes should be clustered in the genome, a prediction that is strongly supported for both the F-box superfamily and the MATH-BTB family (Figure 8 and Figure S8 ). Most unstable genes are strongly clustered, are distributed unevenly among the chromosomes, and are biased toward chromosome arms (a hallmark of gene clusters in C. elegans (Thomas 2005) ). In contrast, stable genes are scattered widely in the genome, with no apparent clustering or bias toward specific chromosomes. I speculate that the physical clusters of unstable genes reside in regions of active gene duplication. Presumably the stable genes in these families also originally arose by local gene duplications, but they became separated from their relatives and from each other by subsequent rearrangements during their long period of stability. The modest number of unstable genes that are not in physical clusters may have arisen recently in a similar manner; their low frequency would be expected if gene loss were frequent and stochastic.
The F-box superfamily in plants has similar patterns of molecular evolution: Organisms in other phyla also have sizeable F-box and BTB domain families. Some of these proteins are known Cullin adapters with endogenous substrate targets, but the vast majority are orphan adapters. In a few cases, I tested whether the patterns of positive selection observed in nematodes are also seen in families from these other phyla. Like nematodes, plants have a huge and diverse F-box gene superfamily, with the same basic structural pattern seen in nematodes: an N-terminal F-box domain and a larger C-terminal domain that is very diverse (e.g. (Andrade et al. 2001; Dharmasiri et al. 2005a; Kepinski and Leyser 2005; Wang et al. 2004) ). Blast searches of predicted Arabidopsis thaliana proteins identified 718 genes that encode members of the F-box superfamily; these correspond largely with the set of 693 F-box genes previously analyzed (Gagne et al. 2002) . After eliminating a few apparently aberrant gene predictions, I analyzed the remaining 701 genes using the same methods applied to the nematode F-box superfamily. A protein tree for these 701 genes revealed several families with large numbers of genes that encode closely-related proteins ( Figure S10 ; see also (Gagne et al. 2002) ). These expanded families include 428 (61%) of the 701 genes, with various C-terminal domains (154 LRR-FBD, 88 FBA1, 117 FBA3, and 68 Kelch repeat). I used maximum-likelihood codon analysis to test for positive selection among genes in the six largest expanded groups. Remarkably, strong evidence for positive selection was found in all six cases (Table S5 and Figure S11 ). As with the nematode F-box families, sites under positive selection were almost exclusively in the Cterminal substrate-binding domains. I also used blastp to test the degree of conservation of these 701 proteins to the nearly complete Oryza sativa (rice) gene predictions. 89 of the Arabidopsis proteins had blastp hits to Oryza with an E-value less than 10 -80 , and none of these 89 were in the expanded families that are subject to positive selection ( Figure S10 ). Two sets of genes with close Oryza matches were tested by maximum-likelihood codon analysis and no evidence of positive selection was found (data not shown, both P > 0.05). These results suggest that molecular evolution of Arabidopsis F-box genes is similar to that in nematodes. Specifically, the genes fall into two evolutionary classes: a smaller class that is relatively stable and highly conserved and a larger class that is unstable and rapidly diverging. A preliminary protein tree comparison with rice supports rapid birth-death evolution in the F-box families for most genes from these two species (data not shown). As in nematodes, the Skr family in Arabidopsis includes approximately 20 genes, perhaps to bridge the huge F-box superfamily (Gagne et al. 2002) . Based on these properties, I speculate that the plant F-box superfamily, like that in nematodes, is involved primarily in recognizing foreign proteins and targeting them for degradation. In contrast to the F-box families, the MATH-BTB family in Arabidopsis is modest in size and preliminary analysis suggested that most of these genes are stable and thus may target endogenous substrates (data not shown).
Mammals and insects also have sizeable F-box and BTB superfamilies, with a variety of putative substrate binding domains. Samples of genes from several specific mammalian families were analyzed and none showed evidence of positive selection (data not shown). Paralogs from these families in Drosophila melanogaster were too divergent to be used for maximumlikelihood codon analysis (data not shown). It is possible that mammalian and insect members of these families are involved only in endogenous protein degradation, though the surveys were insufficiently complete to warrant a strong conclusion.
Discussion
What is the biological function of the unstable F-box and MATH-BTB family members in nematodes? There is almost no direct experimental evidence addressing the function of these genes, but their patterns of evolution are strongly suggestive. In addition to being consistent with their probable biochemistry as Cullin adapters, an explanation of their function must account for three outstanding features of the families: 1) a large number of diverse genes, 2) positive selection acting specifically in substrate-binding regions, and 3) a high rate of gene duplication and loss. The large number of diverse genes implies a demand for high diversity in their specific functional roles. Most of this diversity resides in the substrate-binding domains of the proteins. The fact that most or all of the unstable genes are subject to positive selection in their substratebinding domain suggests that evolution of their amino acid sequence is driven by changing substrates. The high rate of gene loss implies that natural selection to retain any specific gene is low (or varies with time), resulting in frequent fixation of defective genes and their eventual deletion from the genome. Despite the dispensability of individual genes, the fact that gene loss is balanced by a high rate of gene duplication and diversification implies that breadth of specificity in the family is functionally important.
I propose that recognition and degradation of foreign proteins explains these patterns of evolution, and that this process is part of the nematode innate immune system. Pathogenic viruses and bacterial protein toxins are plausible specific targets. As part of their life cycle, all viruses express proteins that are potential anti-viral targets for host defense systems. Since these proteins are expressed in host cells, they are accessible to ubiquitin-mediated proteolysis. Specifically targeting such viral proteins for degradation should be an effective method for combating viral proliferation. Similarly, many pathogenic bacteria produce protein toxins that translocate into the host cytosol (Falnes and Sandvig 2000) or are secreted into the host cytosol by type III or type IV secretion systems (Christie et al. 2005; Mota and Cornelis 2005) . The deleterious effects of such toxins could be combated by targeting them for degradation. Such an anti-viral or anti-bacterial defense system would generate selective pressure for pathogens to evade the defense by evolving target proteins that are not recognized by the host, or by evolving functions that antagonize the degradation pathway. This process of pathogen evolution would in turn drive evolution of the host defense proteins, resulting in a pattern of positive selection in the adapter substrate-binding domain. In short, the pathogen target proteins and the host adapter proteins would participate in an evolutionary arms race (Dawkins and Krebs 1979) . The high frequency of gene loss, gene duplication, and protein diversification in the adapter families is also consistent with this explanation. If any specific host gene conferred only a modest (or intermittent) selective advantage, it would be prone to stochastic gene loss that could readily drift to fixation (Kimura 1970; Kimura and King 1979) . Once fixed, such gene loss is irreversible, but if extensive adapter diversity were important, then loss events could be balanced by duplication and diversification of the remaining genes, maintaining a genetic complexity whose specific gene components change with time.
The innate immune system hypothesis is speculative and the evidence for it is strictly indirect. Nevertheless, I found it very difficult to find any other plausible explanation of these results. All MATH-BTB and F-box proteins that target identified substrates for proteolysis act on endogenous proteins, regulating protein turnover as part of normal development or physiology.
The evolutionarily stable members of the MATH-BTB and F-box gene families may be additional genes with this type of function. However the endogenous substrate explanation for the unstable genes has grave difficulties in accounting for the large number of genes, their pervasive positive selection, and their rapid birth-death evolution. A barely plausible possibility is a function in clearance of endogenous garbage proteins that are weakly deleterious. For example, aberrant mRNA forms that escape mRNA surveillance (Vasudevan and Peltz 2003) or errors in translation might produce deleterious proteins that encourage targeted proteolysis. This explanation is hard pressed to explain the observed positive selection. Another alternative explanation suggested by Richard Palmiter (personal communication), is that these genes function to eliminate toxic proteins released during intestinal digestion of the nematode's bacterial food. If these toxic proteins are part of a bacterial defense against their nematode predators, then this explanation is merely a variant of the innate immune system hypothesis. However it is possible that toxic proteins might arise purely as an accident of digestion. Since such proteins might arise and disappear as a result of bacterial evolution, this situation could conceivably result in positive selection and birth-death evolution of host defense proteins.
In plants, recent findings indicate that several F-box proteins are key regulators of response to light and various small-molecules, including auxin, ethylene, jasmonates, gibberellin, and abscicic acid (Devoto et al. 2002; Dharmasiri et al. 2005a; Dharmasiri et al. 2005b; Dieterle et al. 2001; Gagne et al. 2004; Kepinski and Leyser 2005; McGinnis et al. 2003; Somers et al. 2000; Xu et al. 2002) . None of the F-box genes implicated in these responses are members of the expanded groups for which I found evidence of positive selection. I speculate that, as in nematodes, plant F-box genes will divide into evolutionarily stable genes that mediate conserved physiological functions and unstable genes that are involved in environmental interactions, probably including pathogen responses. Insufficient complete genome sequences are currently available in plants to adequately measure the evolutionary stability of the F-box genes, but my preliminary analysis of Arabidopsis and rice F-box genes supports such a possibility ( Figure S10 and data not shown).
In C. elegans, the only member of the unstable F-box-FTH and F-box-FBA2 gene families with a defined function is fog-2. Though the function of fog-2 is not to recognize foreign proteins, its evolution is remarkable and instructive. The FOG-2 protein binds and probably sequesters the RNA-binding protein GLD-1during germ line development, resulting in transient production of sperm in the otherwise female C. elegans hermaphrodite (Clifford et al. 2000; Nayak et al. 2005; Schedl and Kimble 1988) . The GLD-1-binding region of FOG-2 includes part of the FTH domain and a highly divergent C-terminal segment of the protein, which underwent recent positive selection (Nayak et al. 2005) . The ancestral sexual system in Caenorhabditis nematodes is male-female, and the hermaphroditic system evolved separately in C. elegans and C. briggsae (Cho et al. 2004; Kiontke et al. 2004; Nayak et al. 2005) . Though the mechanism for sperm generation in C. briggsae hermaphrodites is unknown, it is clear that it does not involve a fog-2 ortholog (Nayak et al. 2005) . I speculate that FOG-2 was recently co-opted to bind GLD-1 from an F-box superfamily involved primarily in foreign protein recognition. Given the intensive study of development in C. elegans (and very little study of pathogen interactions), it would not be surprising that the only studied member of a large protein family specialized for pathogen interactions were one that was recently co-opted for development.
Studies of pathogenesis in C. elegans are in their infancy. Only two clear cases of coevolved specific pathogens have been described, the bacterium Microbacterium nematophilum (Gravato-Nobre et al. 2005; Hodgkin et al. 2000) and the fungus Drechmaria coniospora (Couillault et al. 2004; Jansson 1994) . If my hypothesis concerning the unstable F-box and MATH-BTB families is correct, it is likely that their main target is nematode viruses, since viral proliferation requires host proteasome accessible proteins. There are no known Caenorhabditis viruses, but two recent studies have shown that some animal viruses can infect and replicate in C. elegans (Lu et al. 2005; Wilkins et al. 2005) . Both of these studies demonstrate RNAi-mediated gene silencing in nematode antiviral defense, a mechanism previously demonstrated in plants and insects (Hamilton and Baulcombe 1999; Li et al. 2002b ). I speculate that this doublestranded RNA targeting mechanism acts in parallel to a foreign protein degradation system in the nematode antiviral defense repertoire. The finding that most members of the huge F-box superfamily in plants are also subject to positive selection suggests the possibility that foreign protein degradation is an ancient pathogen defense system and that it may be widespread in animals and plants.
A limited survey of F-box and MATH-BTB genes in mammals failed to find evidence of positive selection, consistent with the possibility that most or all of them target endogenous substrates for regulated degradation. However, a modified ubiquitin-dependent proteasome is thought to be the main source of processed peptides for presentation by MHC class I proteins (Kloetzel and Ossendorp 2004) . This immunoproteasome is generated by replacement of three subunits of the constitutive 26S proteasome by interferon-γ induced subunits (Aki et al. 1994; Groettrup et al. 1996; Nandi et al. 1996) , probably to favor production of MHC-presentable peptides (Chen et al. 2001; Toes et al. 2001) . Ubiquitinated substrates for the immunoproteasome are thought to be generated by E3 ubiquitin ligases, though little is known about the specific Cullins and adapters used. I speculate that an ancestral system of foreign protein degradation via Cullin adapters is the evolutionary antecedent of the MHC class I peptide presentation system. If so, it may be possible to take an evolutionary approach to identifying immune system Cullinadapters responsible for targeting foreign proteins to the immunoproteasome.
Methods
Systematic Paralog Analysis: The complete set of predicted protein coding sequences was obtained from WormBase release WS150, excluding transposon-related genes (http://wormbase.org/). To avoid clustering alternative transcripts, one longest coding sequence from each of 20,134 genes was retained. All coding sequences were translated and sets of closely-related paralogs were generated using blastclust (ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/blast/executables/release/2.2.9/ 2004). Clustering parameters (blast score density 1.0 and at least 70% of both sequences aligned) were chosen to produce paralog groups with sequence diversity in the optimal range for codeml analysis (Anisimova et al. 2002) . These parameters resulted in clustering 2,878 genes into 544 groups with 3 or more paralogs. Each of these 544 groups was tested for positive selection by the following pipeline: codon alignment (guided by a protein alignment generated by clustalw with default settings (Thompson et al. 1994) ), production of a maximum-likelihood protein tree (phyml, one rate category (Guindon and Gascuel 2003) ), and codon analysis of this alignment and tree by codeml (details are given in the next section). Protein alignments for all potentially significant codeml results were inspected manually; 23 appeared to include dubious alignment regions and these paralog clusters were discarded (these assessments were performed blind to molecular identification, in order to avoid investigator bias). For the remaining groups, a p-value was determined by a χ-square test on twice the difference in log-likelihood between models 7 and 8, with two degrees of freedom (see next section). These p-values were analyzed for false discovery rate by the q-value method (http://faculty.washington.edu/~jstorey/qvalue/; Storey and Tibshirani 2003) , which identified 109 paralog groups that were below the point of 5% false discovery rate. These 109 groups were further analyzed to determine whether the estimated d N /d S value was significantly greater than 1.0, by comparison to the log-likelihood value from model 8 with an additional d N /d S class fixed at 1.0. This test left 80 paralog groups that are strong candidates for positive selection, and each of these was assessed in more detail for alignment quality and molecular identity. Table S1 summarizes the results of these analyses, including codeml results, χ-square and false discovery rate statistical tests, and a brief note on alignment quality and molecular identity. Among the 80 groups, many gene families were represented only once and might therefore be false positives. Gene families that appeared twice or more are strong candidates for positive selection; these include galectins, cuticle collagens, nuclear receptors, Str chemoreceptors, and a family containing the DUF672 domain (http://www.sanger.ac.uk/Software/Pfam/ 2005). Four gene families stood out by appearing multiple times: 5 groups (23 genes) from the F-box-FTH family, 4 groups (15 genes) from the Fbox-FBA2 family, 4 groups (36 genes) from the MATH-BTB family, and 6 groups (37 genes) containing one or two C-type lectin domains (note -two of the C-type lectin alignments (10 genes) were noted as potentially problematic, Table S1 ). The relatively high representation of the MATH-BTB family in this survey (36 of 47 total genes) is likely a result of curated gene model corrections (submitted to WormBase as part of this work); hand curations are much less complete for the larger F-box and C-type lectin superfamilies. A combination of curated gene model corrections and hand-chosen paralog groups showed that a large fraction of F-box-FTH and F-box-FBA2 genes are subject to positive selection (see below and Results). During this analysis I found that faulty gene predictions result largely in false negatives in this test for positive selection, either because the mispredicted gene fails to cluster (length mismatch or insufficient blast score density) or because it clusters but contains a substantial deletion in the paralog alignment. In the latter case, the deletion removes from analysis not only the sites in the mispredicted gene but also the equivalent sites in the entire paralog group (see next section on gap removal). Unlike missing sequences due to misprediction, insertions have little or no effect on the analysis because they align to gaps in other members of the paralog group and are thus discarded for d N /d S analysis.
Codon analysis for positive selection: For detailed analysis of positive selection, proteins for codon analysis were derived from hand curated and vigorously culled gene models, in order to avoid pseudogenes and gene prediction errors. Multiple sets of 5 to 15 closely-related proteins were selected and aligned using clustalw or clustalx with default settings (Thompson et al. 1997; Thompson et al. 1994 ). This protein alignment was used generate the corresponding codon alignment and to construct a maximum-likelihood protein tree with proml or phyml (Felsenstein 1993; Guindon and Gascuel 2003) . The tree and codon alignment were analyzed with codeml from PAML package 3.14 (Yang 1997 ), using models 7 and 8, with three starting d N /d S (ω) values for model 8 to avoid local optima. The neutral model 7 assumes a β-distribution of 10 d N /d S ratio classes constrained to lie between 0 and 1.0, whereas the selection model 8 permits one additional d N /d S ratio class without constraint. In order to minimize the effects of gene prediction and alignment errors, aligned columns with a gap in any sequence were excluded from analysis ("cleandata" option in codeml). For nematode analysis the transition/transversion ratio (κ) was fixed at 1.7 (Denver et al. 2004 ) and for other organisms κ was estimated by codeml. Statistical significance was assessed using a χ-square test on twice the difference in loglikelihood values (∆ML) for models 7 and 8 with two degrees of freedom, a statistic shown to be conservative in simulations (Anisimova et al. 2001) . Specific analysis results and statistical tests are summarized in Tables S1 through S5 . For all systematic paralog tests and for hand-curated Fbox-FBA set A and MATH-BTB set A, model 8 was also run with an 11 th d N /d S class fixed at 1.0; the result was compared to model 8 with a free 11 th d N /d S class, using a similar χ-square test (1 degree of freedom) to determine whether the free 11 th d N /d S was significantly greater than 1.0. Assignment of specific sites under likely positive selection was based on the Bayes-EmpiricalBayes test as implemented in PAML 3.14. To rule out alignment artifacts as a source of spuriously high d N values, the following analyses were added for F-box-FBA set A and MATH-BTB set A. Alignment gap penalties were increased and decreased (clustal defaults are gap open (go) 10 -gap extend (ge) 0.2; others used were go 9-ge 0.15; go 8.0-ge 0.10; go 11.0-ge 0.25; go 12.0-ge 0.30). Each alignment was subjected to codeml analysis as described above and ∆ML values varied only slightly from default alignments; all remained highly significant (P < 0.00001). In addition, for F-box-FBA set A genes I analyzed a subset of genes with no length variation in the hypervariable domain, and an alignment in which the variable C-terminal region was removed (see Figure 4) ; both cases remained highly significant (P < 0.00001).
Gene Prediction: A combination of hand curation and homology-based gene prediction were used to define a set of F-box-FTH genes as follows. 56 predicted proteins from WS142 (http://wormbase.org/) were deemed to be correct on the basis of good full-length alignment with other family members. These 56 proteins were used as query in a GeneWise prediction pipeline (see next section) to derive improved F-box-FTH gene predictions in C. elegans, and the results were reconciled by hand curation with existing predictions. This analysis resulted in correction of gene models for 30 F-box genes. When combined with WS142 gene predictions, a total of 143 genes were identified that belong to F-box-FTH family and lack the mariner-homology domain. Of these, I was able to obtain 85 probable full-length gene predictions. Four of these 85 contained in-frame stop codons, but were otherwise apparently intact genes. In C. briggsae and C. remanei the divergence of F-box family members was so extreme that a bootstrap approach was adopted. An initial collection of well-aligned F-box family members from the cognate genome (from briggpep for C. briggsae and from an initial GeneWise run for C. remanei) was gathered. This set of proteins was combined with C. elegans F-box-FTH proteins to use as query in a final GeneWise prediction (next section). A similar process of gene model improvement and gene prediction in C. remanei was applied to the MATH-BTB family.
GeneWise Prediction Pipeline:
The program GeneWise uses protein homology and a splice junction model to generate gene predictions from genomic DNA segments (Birney et al. 2004) . For clustered homologous genes the main challenge was providing GeneWise with optimal target DNA-query protein pairs that included entire target genes but did not extend through adjacent genes. To identify such DNA segments, a tblastn -m8 search was conducted with a set of query proteins against the appropriate genome sequence (ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/blast/executables/release/2.2.9/ 2004). The search results were processed heuristically to identify target DNA hit clusters that could encode most or all of a query protein homolog, and to identify the query protein with the highest combined tblastn score for that hit cluster. The hit cluster was extended N nucleotides (usually N = 1000) upstream and downstream to ensure that the full gene was included. The extended hit cluster was paired with the matched query protein for analysis by GeneWise. GeneWise output was parsed in various ways, including extending predictions to an in-frame Met (when present) and downstream stop codons. All scripts for this pipeline are available by request.
Protein data sets, alignments, and trees: Nematode proteins used in this paper are found as fasta sequences in Datasets S1 through S6, which are C. elegans, C. briggsae, and C. remanei Fbox proteins and MATH-BTB proteins respectively. Gene predictions in C. elegans and C. briggsae that were modified from those available in WormBase dataset WS140 are marked by a terminal "m" in the fasta name, or by "-A" and "-B" in cases where an existing prediction appeared to be a gene fusion and was split into two genes. Predictions in C. remanei were de novo based on pcap assembly 041227 (ftp://genome.wustl.edu/pub/seqmgr/remanei/pcap/remanei_041227/) and are named by their contig name followed by nucleotide coordinates for the beginning and end of the GeneWise prediction. Protein alignments were made with clustalw or clustalx with BLOSUM matrices. For protein trees, sequences were aligned and ends were trimmed to shared sequence. In the nematode MATH-BTB family 14 proteins that included less than 80% of the typical family structure were removed and a few internal insertions unique to one protein were removed as probable gene prediction artifacts. Four predicted proteins from C. briggsae appeared to be fusions of two MATH-BTB genes and these were split into two genes each. In the nematode Fbox superfamily, culling was similar to the MATH-BTB case described above. In both F-box families, genes with internal stop codons and small indels were included in the analysis if they encoded a near full-length protein based on family alignments. In the F-box family, 27 highlydivergent proteins were removed from tree alignments to avoid alignment artifacts and longbranch attraction. Protein trees were generated from the final alignments by protdist (JTT matrix, no gamma correction) and Neighbor-Joining from the PHYLIP package (Felsenstein 1993) or by maximum-likelihood with phyml with one rate class (Guindon and Gascuel 2003) . Bootstrap analysis was performed with 200 to 1,000 samples. For the Arabidopsis and Oryza F-box superfamily analysis was similar, except that improved gene predictions were not attempted and trees were made from distances determined from pairwise alignments (after trimming large anomalies) rather than from a multiple alignment, with distance correction by the formula ln(1 )
− , where d is the pair alignment score divided by the smaller of the two selfalignment scores using a BLOSUM62 score matrix.
Molecular Modeling:
The MATH region of protein C08C3.2 (BATH-33) was submitted to 3D-PSSM (Kelley 2005; Kelley et al. 2000) for protein structure modeling. The modeled alignment of BATH-33 was compared to the X-ray crystal structure 1LB5 (Ye et al. 2002) , which had the best matching protein fold (E-value 2 5 10 − × ). Rasmol (Sayle and Milner-White 1995) was used to visualize the structure of one of the three identical subunits of the 1LB5 structure, with its bound RANK peptide ligand. Regions of high and low conservation in the MATH domain of C. elegans MATH-BTB proteins were determined from sum-of-pairs scores for the alignment shown in Figure S9 and possible sites of positive selection were determined from the codon analysis shown in Figure 6 .
Plant Genes: Complete sets of coding sequences for Arabidopsis thaliana were from TAIR release 6 (http://www.arabidopsis.org/) and for Oryza sativa from TIGR release Osa1(http://www.tigr.org/tdb/e2k1/osa1/). Coding sequences were translated and Ψ-blast searches with F-box protein sequences and blastp searches with full length F-box proteins were used to obtain probable F-box containing proteins (718 from Arabidopsis and 1,327 from Oryza). A few proteins were removed prior to tree construction because the proteins were less than 150 amino acids or more than 800 amino acids, suggesting a prediction abnormality. A tree of 701 Arabidopsis proteins was used to determine starting sets of closely-related paralogs for codon analysis. Multiple alignment of these sets suggested that a substantial fraction of the genes are either mispredicted or are pseudogenes missing large segments of protein. No attempt was made to correct gene models; instead, only paralogs that aligned well across their entire length were used for subsequent analysis. Maximum-likelihood analysis of codon evolution was performed on six sets of genes, each including five to nine full-length paralogous genes. Each set was drawn from a different expanded region of the protein tree, as indicated in Figure S10 . Strong evidence for positive selection was obtained for all six sets (summarized in Table S5 ) and data from one set are shown in Figure S11 . Expanded groups A, E, and F are related to each other and are characterized by an N-terminal F-box domain followed by one or two probable matches to a leucine-rich repeat domain (LRR_2, PF07723) and a C-terminal FBD domain (smart00579). Expanded group B is characterized by an N-terminal F-box domain followed by two or more Kelch repeats (Kelch_1, PF01344). Expanded group C is characterized by an N-terminal F-box domain followed by an F-box associated domain type 3 (FBA_3, PF08268). Expanded group D is characterized by an N-terminal F-box domain followed by an F-box associated domain type 1 (FBA_1, PF07734). Domain content was determined from conserved domain searches at NCBI, PFAM, and SMART (http://smart.embl-heidelberg.de/; http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Structure/cdd/wrpsb.cgi; http://www.sanger.ac.uk/Software/Pfam/ 2005).
I thank Erica Smith, Nathan Clarke, Willie Swanson, and Stephane Angers for comments on the manuscript, Willie Swanson, Nathan Clarke, Zhirong Bao, and Joe Felsenstein for helpful discussions, and Richard Palmiter for the idea that these proteins might be directed toward toxins produced by digestion. Protein trees for 117 F-box proteins, colored as in panel A, including 69 proteins that constitute 23 ortholog trios from the three species. Additional randomly selected F-box-FTH and F-box-FBA2 proteins from C. elegans were included in the tree for comparison; the full tree has the same clear separation from all stable proteins. The 23 sets of probable orthologs are marked with a filled black circle. Where branch joins are absent proteins were unalignable outside their F-box domain (see Materials and Methods). Relevant subtrees were tested by 1,000 bootstrap replicates and the percent bootstrap support is marked in black. Cases in which the C-terminal region contained a domain identified by rps-blast or Pfam searches are marked by brackets and the domain name ("?" indicates hits with poor E-values). Genes with described phenotypes in C. elegans are marked "Phen" and those with blastp scores > 50 (E-value < 10 -6 for the search) to a mouse protein are marked "M". One C. remanei protein that appears somewhat divergent is marked by an asterisk because the prediction is truncated by the end of a contig in the current C. remanei assembly. Evidence for positive selection remained highly significant when this section was removed prior to analysis (data not shown). To avoid possible investigator bias the alignments shown were not hand modified -a few places with possible artifactual alignment are apparent (for example, misaligned R residues near the N-terminal end of the PFAM-designated FTH domain). In the lower panel, black dots below the alignment indicate sites with an amino acid change in any of the three proteins in the F-box or FTH domains. only for the unstable genes, consistent with evolution by local gene duplication. Highly conserved genes include all ortholog trios plus four genes that did not have specific one-to-one orthologs because of a single recent duplication or loss in one species. Gene bins are 100 Kb in length. Figure S1 . Multiple alignment of a large set of F-box-FTH proteins. Multiple alignment of a diverse set of full-length F-box-FTH (FBXA) proteins. Blue alignment shading is proportional to the sum-of-pairs score for each amino acid residue relative to its aligned column. The F-box domain and the eight conserved blocks of the extended FTH domain are marked in blue above the alignment. Each of these eight blocks is separated by regions with high amino acid diversity and changes in length. The region between the F-box domain and FTH block A is notably long and diverse and is marked in red as the hypervariable domain. Figure S9 . Alignment of 84 proteins in the unstable MATH-BTB family. All well-aligned full-length members of the unstable MATH-BTB families from C. elegans, C. briggsae, and C. remanei are shown. MATH and BTB domains are marked in blue above the alignment. Blue alignment shading is proportional to the sum-of-pairs score for each amino acid residue relative to its aligned column. For the MATH domain only, regions of four or more amino acids with high diversity are marked in yellow, regions of four or more amino acids with high average conservation are marked in green, and sites of probable positive selection are marked in red. Additional variation is present in family members not shown, largely in the regions marked yellow in this alignment. The figure was end-trimmed to the first sites that are well-conserved among all family members. Figure S10 . Protein classification tree for the Arabidopsis thaliana F-box superfamily. Neighbor-joining distance tree of 701 Arabidopsis F-box proteins, based on pairwise protein distances. Note that this method does not necessarily produce a tree that accurately reflects evolutionary ancestry, as it includes pair alignment distances between proteins that are unrelated outside of their F-box domain. Six of the largest expanded groups are shown in color and are labeled A through F; the letters correspond to the groups tested for positive selection (Table S5) . 89 proteins with a blastp match to any Oryza sativa protein with E-value ≤ 10 -80 (blast score density ~0.75) are marked with filled black circles. 52 proteins with an E-value between 10 -30 (blast score density ~0.4) and 10 -80 are marked with open black circles. Proteins with known functions are labeled in blue, based on the following references (Devoto et al. 2002; Dharmasiri et al. 2005a; Dieterle et al. 2001; Dill et al. 2004; Gagne et al. 2004; Kepinski and Leyser 2005; Kim and Delaney 2002; McGinnis et al. 2003; Nelson et al. 2000; Qiao et al. 2004; Samach et al. 1999; Somers et al. 2000; Strader et al. 2004; Wang et al. 2004; Xu et al. 2002) . Figure S10 ). The F-box and FBD (Smart00579) domains are marked above the alignment. Blue alignment shading is proportional to the sum-of-pairs score for each amino acid residue relative to its aligned column. The histogram section shows estimated d N /d S values for each gap-free alignment column, with a red line indicating a value of 1.0. Sites under positive selection are marked with a red asterisk ( 0.9 P ≥ ) or red square ( 0.8 P ≥
).
